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more likely when other countries also undertake them and when there is formal pressure to
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Introduction

A prolonged period of sluggish productivity and income growth in advanced economies has led policymakers and international institutions to call for renewed efforts to undertake structural reforms,
notably liberalizations in labor and product markets. At the same time, structural reforms are
notoriously difficult to implement, and little consensus exists over what factors can help break the
deadlock, as theory is unsettled and empirical evidence is both limited and little consistent (see e.g.
Acemoglu et al. (2005); Drazen (2000); Persson and Tabellini (2000); for labor market institutions
specifically, Saint-Paul (2000)). Consider, for example, one of the most prominent hypotheses put
forward in the literature, namely that crisis induces reform (e.g. Drazen and Grilli, 1993; Fernandez
and Rodrik, 1991). Based on a broad cross-country time-series dataset of various macroeconomic
outcomes, Drazen and Easterly (2001) find support for the hypothesis for certain types of crises but
not others. Focusing on financial reforms, Abiad and Mody (2005) also find mixed effects, while
Mian et al. (2014) even provide tentative evidence that crisis impedes reform. Focusing on labor
and product market reforms, Høj et al. (2007) find some positive effects when focusing on large
changes in OECD indicators, while Agnello et al. (2015) do not when using Fraser Institute and
IMF reform datasets instead.
This paper argues that such uncertainty reflects fundamental model uncertainty on the selection
of covariates, compounded with reform measurement issues. We attempt to address both issues
through a new version of Bayesian model averaging tailored to binary logit models, which we
apply to a new narrative dataset of major labor and product market reforms covering 26 advanced
economies over four decades.
Model uncertainty is pervasive in other areas of economics which, however, have seen gradual
progress toward addressing it. Perhaps the most prominent example is the drivers of growth.1 The
key feature that has underpinned the development of model uncertainty procedures in that context
(e.g. Levine and Renelt, 1992; Moral-Benito, 2012; Sala-i Martin, 1997; Sala-i Martin et al., 2004)
is the existence of a wide range of growth theories without much consensus about any canonical
model. This means that empirical researchers need to choose amongst 2K possible model specifications, where K denotes the (large) number of potentially relevant growth drivers. In such context,
1
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empirical results will typically be influenced by the inclusion or, more importantly, the omission of
specific variables. More broadly, depending on their model selection procedure, if any, different researchers may well arrive at different conclusions even when using the same data. Model averaging
alleviates such inconsistencies by comparing the robustness of regression coefficients over the entire
model space.
Model uncertainty is particularly acute in the political economy of reforms, where theory is even
less settled than growth theory. The list of potential reform drivers includes, amongst many others,
business conditions, macroeconomic policies, structural features such as country size or demographics, external factors, or political factors such as political institutions, political capital or ideology.
We summarize this literature in more detail further below. With so many potential explanatory
drivers, identifying their relative importance and robustness has proven elusive. Common practice
has focused on a handful of variables selected based on some expected influence on reform decisions,
with little or no robustness to further controls. To make matters worse, many hypotheses are not
mutually exclusive, and both included and omitted variables can be correlated.
In this paper, we address this issue by adapting the Bayesian averaging of maximum likelihood
estimates (BAMLE) approach introduced by Moral-Benito (2012) and Dardanoni et al. (2015) to
binary choice models explaining structural reforms. With this approach, we are able to establish and
compare the (non-)robustness of a large number of potential reform drivers over the entire model
space. This approach has not been applied in the political economy literature on structural reforms
so far and, to the best of our knowledge, we are also the first to adapt the BAMLE methodology
to binary logit models in general.
A second source of uncertainty for empirical economists trying to analyze structural reforms is
reform identification, reflecting conceptual and practical measurement issues. Early papers inferred
major reforms indirectly from outcomes; for example, a collapse in inflation was supposed to indicate
a significant shift in the macroeconomic policy framework (Bruno and Easterly, 1996; Drazen and
Easterly, 2001). Subsequent papers have typically relied on structural policy indicators produced by
international organizations such as the IMF, OECD and World Bank, or by independent institutions
such as the Fraser Institute (see, to give just a few examples across various reform areas, Abiad and
Mody (2005); Agnello et al. (2015); Alesina et al. (2006); Duval (2008); Høj et al. (2007); Wiese
(2014)). These indicators attempt to measure the stance of the underlying policies by scoring and
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weighing their different dimensions — for example, for employment protection legislation (EPL), the
length of the dismissal notice period and the possibility of reinstatement following unfair dismissal.
The time-series variation of these indicators is then typically used to identify reforms, based on
a specific criterion — for example, the first difference of the policy indicator in Abiad and Mody
(2005), a standard deviation criterion in Duval (2008), predefined absolute changes in Agnello et al.
(2015), or structural break tests in Wiese (2014). Each underlying indicator and approach used to
identify reforms includes value judgements, including about what is a reform as opposed to a minor
policy action. This is bound to further reduce the comparability of results across studies and the
policy lessons that can be learned from them. More importantly, the inability to identify the exact
timing of reform implementation is likely to increase measurement errors, and lead to misleading
results. For example, imagine a situation when a reform is implemented in the immediate year
following a crisis, while the associate structural indicator increases only few years after when the
recovery takes place and growth picks up. In this situation, a researcher may erroneously conclude
that reforms tend to occur during periods of stronger economic activity.
Here, we attempt to minimize value judgements and measurement error by employing a newly
constructed narrative dataset of major reforms in four areas, namely, product market regulation
(PMR) in network industries, EPL for regular workers, EPL for temporary workers, and unemployment benefit systems (Duval et al., 2018). The main advantage of this database is that it identifies
the exact timing and nature of reforms, and therefore eliminates the need for assumptions on the
relation between structural reforms and regulation indicators.
Our main result supports some form of the crisis-induces-reform hypothesis across all four reform
areas. High unemployment, recession and/or an open economic crisis tend to be associated with a
greater likelihood of reform. The effect is economically significant. For example, an increase of 10
percentage points in unemployment (as seen in several European economies in the aftermath of the
Great Recession) is associated with an increase in the probability to undertake a major EPL reform
for regular contract of about 5 percentage points — that is, about twice the average probability in
the sample. We also find evidence that outside pressure increases the likelihood of reform in certain
areas. Reforms are more likely when other countries also undertake them and when there is formal
pressure: many product market reforms in EU countries occurred during their accession process,
and competition-relevant EU directives have also been an important factor behind deregulation.
4

In addition, while there is generally little robust evidence of an important role of political factors
in driving reforms, reforms of EPL for regular workers stand out as an important exception and
tend to occur under right-leaning governments; this is consistent with theories that highlight the
ability of entrenched interests to block structural reforms (e.g. Tommasi and Velasco, 1996). Lastly,
we have an interesting list of non-robust variables. In particular, the political business cycle seems
to have less importance than commonly assumed, and, with the exception mentioned above, we
do not find any evidence for an ideological bias — there is no robust difference between left- and
right-of-center governments propensity to undertake reform.
This paper is related to two strands of literature — the political economy of reforms, and
Bayesian model averaging. The extensive literature on the political economy of reforms has relied
on single-model specifications and failed to tackle the fundamental issue of model uncertainty.
Together with issues in identifying reforms, this has hindered the emergence of consensus regarding
the drivers and non-drivers of reforms. Our study is the first to seriously tackle model uncertainty
in this strand of the literature, using a new dataset that readily identifies major labor and product
market reforms based on a narrative approach. In doing so, we are able to synthesize and compare
existing hypotheses regarding reform drivers. We also contribute to the model averaging literature
by providing an application of Bayesian averaging of maximum likelihood estimators to binary logit
models. To our knowledge, our paper is the first to do so.
The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows: Section 2 introduces the model uncertainty
problem in determining the drivers of structural reform by giving a short synthesis of the literature.
Section 3 introduces our database of major labor and product market reforms as well as the other
data sources used in the exercise. Section 4 outlines the BAMLE methodology as well as the
adjustments we carry out to apply it to binary logit models. Section 5 presents the main results as
well as extensive robustness checks. Section 6 concludes.
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2

The model uncertainty problem in the political economy of
structural reform

At the risk of over-simplification, the theoretical and empirical literature on the political economy
of reforms has emphasized six broad categories of potential drivers of reforms:
• business conditions, with particular emphasis on the role of crises;
• macroeconomic (monetary and fiscal) policies;
• structural features of the domestic economy (e.g. size, trade openness, demographics, income
inequality, stringency of existing regulations, and thereby need and scope for reform);
• external factors, including formal and informal international pressure on the domestic economy
to undertake reform;
• political factors, including ideology, structural features of the political system, and conjunctural
features (e.g. political cycles and crises);
• reform packaging, sequencing and momentum, and more broadly the role of reform strategies in
overcoming the resistance to reform that stems from the various factors listed above.
We review these six categories below, with the view to providing a sense of the wide range of
possible political economy drivers of reform and the lingering uncertainties regarding their relative
importance, rather than a comprehensive survey of the literature.
The large welfare costs of economic or financial crisis can break the deadlock over welfareenhancing measures that could not be adopted otherwise due to conflict over their distributional
consequences (Drazen and Grilli, 1993). Crisis can also reveal information, and thereby raise
awareness, about the unsustainability of current policy arrangements and the need for change
(Tommasi and Velasco, 1996). Almost by definition, drastic changes in policies and institutions
should take place when current settings are no longer tenable, that is, when they result in crisis
(Rodrik, 1996). These theoretical arguments suggest a non-linear impact of business conditions on
reform adoption — acute crisis matters disproportionately more than just bad economic conditions.
At the same time, the empirical literature has not provided unequivocal support to the crisisinduces-reform hypothesis, partly reflecting differences across studies in the nature and definition
of the crises and structural reforms considered. Early literature, partly based on case studies, has
supported the view that crisis, hyperinflation and major fiscal and external imbalances lift obstacles
to reform that would otherwise prevail in normal times (Bates and Krueger, 1993; Grindle and
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Thomas, 1991; Haggard and Kaufman, 1992; Haggard and Webb, 1994; Nelson, 1990; Williamson
and Haggard, 1994). Drazen and Easterly (2001) investigate the hypothesis more systematically
and confirm it for certain types of crises (e.g. very high inflation) but not others (e.g. negative
growth). Pitlik and Wirth (2003) and Agnello et al. (2015) find that crisis strengthens governments
economic liberalization efforts in most areas, as do Lora and Olivera (2004) for Latin America.
Consistently, Campos and Horváth (2012a) find that good economic conditions facilitate reform
reversals. Abiad and Mody (2005) find mixed effects on financial reforms, varying depending on
the nature of the crisis. Mian et al. (2014) even provide tentative evidence of an adverse effect,
for which they find an empirical explanation in the increased polarization and fractionalization of
the population after financial crises. For labor and product market reforms, previous studies have
tended to yield mixed results: using OECD indicators, Høj et al. (2007) find some positive effects
of crisis on the likelihood of liberalization while, using Fraser Institute (Economic Freedom of the
World) and IMF data, Agnello et al. (2015) do not.
Accommodative macroeconomic policies may enhance the likelihood of reforms through three
channels. First, fiscal policy can be used to compensate reform losers, which should make it easier
to overcome the status quo that typically results when there is a number of veto players whose
support is critical (e.g. Fernandez and Rodrik, 1991). Second, and related, monetary and fiscal
policy may facilitate reform by helping bring forward the long-term gains of reforms that may
otherwise entail short-term costs (for empirical evidence on this mechanism, see Duval and Furceri
(2018)). Third, fiscal consolidation erodes governments political capital, hindering their ability to
carry out structural reforms (e.g. Eichengreen et al., 1998). Duval (2008) finds empirical support
for a positive effect of sound fiscal positions and accommodative fiscal policy on the likelihood of
labor and product market reforms for a panel of OECD countries. Similar arguments have been
made regarding the role of accommodative monetary policy (Draghi, 2016) and, more broadly, of
independent monetary policy and therefore of a flexible exchange rate regime (Duval and Elmeskov,
2006). Running against this is the TINA (there is no alternative) argument, namely that there is
no alternative to undertaking structural reforms to enhance labor and product market flexibility
when monetary policy autonomy is lost (see e.g. Bean, 1998).
Structural features of the economy have also been put forward as influential forces. Small
open economies may be more amenable to reform due to greater exposure to competitive pressures
7

and international policy diffusion (e.g. Belloc and Nicita, 2011). Demographic aging could make it
harder to pass pension reforms (e.g. Galasso, 2006) but possibly easier to pass labor market reforms
that affect only the working-age population, or product market reforms — such as opening services
sectors to competition — that benefit all consumers through lower prices but not necessarily all
workers. High inequality, by exacerbating distributional conflict, can produce anti-growth tax and
regulatory policies (Persson and Tabellini, 1994). The stringency of regulation itself has ambiguous
effects on the likelihood of reforms. On the one hand, a country with greater scope for reform
should be more likely to exploit that scope. On the other hand, since most reforms create clear
and immediate reform losers but spread benefits to larger parts of society in a more distributed
and long-term fashion, a high level of regulation can find fierce and successful defenders (Giuliano
et al., 2013; Olson, 2009; Tommasi and Velasco, 1996). In the labor market area, tight labor market
regulation can create its own constituency, strengthening opposition to reform (Saint-Paul, 1997).
Perhaps reflecting this ambiguity, previous empirical studies have not found clear-cut effects of the
initial stance on the likelihood of labor and product market reforms (e.g. IMF, 2004).
International pressure to reform can stem from both formal and informal forces. Some formal
institutional arrangements incentivize or even mandate reforms. A prominent one in our context
is European Union membership, which likely fostered reforms as a result of both the accession
process and European Commission directives, for example in the area of network industry deregulation. The existence and actions of such institutions may partly be interpreted as a formalization
of broader informal forces, however. Informal international pressure can result from learning about
the experience of reforming and non-reforming country peers, which changes beliefs about the consequences of policy action (e.g. Krueger, 1993; Tommasi and Velasco, 1996).2 Learning models
have been built and tested in several studies, with broadly positive albeit somewhat mixed results.
(Meseguer, 2006) finds supportive empirical evidence in the areas of trade liberalization and privatization, but not in others, over a broad panel of countries. Gassebner et al. (2011) find that
broad economic liberalization spills over most strongly across culturally and geographically close
countries, and so do Fidrmuc and Karaja (2013) for Eastern European and former Soviet Union
2

For example, a widespread explanation for the emergence of the so-called Washington Consensus (Rodrik, 1996;
Williamson, 1990; Williamson and Haggard, 1994), which inspired economic liberalization in many emerging and
developing economies in the late 1980s and 1990s, has been the failure of alternative policies (e.g. import substitution)
in previous decades.
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countries in the 1990s. IMF (2004) also notes that reforms may be more clustered across countries
in the context of multilateral and regional integration efforts. In particular, regional leaders may
set the benchmark of liberalization policies which are subsequently adopted by regional followers
(in the context of financial reform see e.g. Elhorst et al., 2013).
Two broad sets of political drivers of reform have been highlighted in the literature. One
set relates to the political cycle, and emphasizes political capital requirements to break reform
deadlock as well as re-election pressures. Because reforms, including of labor and product markets,
may entail short-term costs while gains can take time to materialize, reform should be less likely
before elections and more likely in the beginning of a term (e.g. Alesina et al., 2006; Bonfiglioli and
Gancia, 2013). Other timing effects mentioned in the literature concern the power of veto players
and the strength of the opposition (Martinelli and Tommasi, 1995), which is likely to be weaker
early in the term when the governments political capital to spend on reform is highest. An extreme
version of the political cycle argument is the role of political crisis. Focusing on trade and labor
market liberalization over a historical sample of about 100 economies, Campos et al. (2010) find
political crises to be more influential than economic ones.
The other set of political factors is unrelated to the political timing of reform, and instead
focuses on features such as the fractionalization of parliament or the government coalition, the
political orientation of the government or other intrinsic characteristics of the political system.
Conflicting results have been found across the literature in this area. For example, while in theory
fractionalization in the government coalition should increase the ability of small parties to block
reforms (Alesina and Drazen, 1991), its impact has ranged from entirely insignificant (Wiese, 2014)
to highly significant (Alesina et al., 2006; Bortolotti et al., 2004) in empirical studies. Likewise,
as noted for example by Galasso (2014), it has proven difficult to confirm empirically the socalled partisan bias that highlights the pro-market orientation of conservative parties and the
resistance of leftwing parties, alongside those of their electorate, to carry out structural reform (e.g.
Bortolotti et al., 2004, regarding privatizations). Two interpretations have been put forward. One
is the it-takes-a-Nixon-to-go-to-China hypothesis, which holds that the capability of governments to
convince their electorate of the need for reforms will be greater especially if those run against their
ideological predisposition (Cukierman and Tommasi, 1998). In the context of labor and product
market reforms, while a reforming right-of-center government may face the combined resistance of
9

the leftwing electorate, trade unions and other civil society groups, a left-of-center government will
be less likely to be accused of pushing through reforms on ideological grounds and may therefore
be more likely to succeed. Another explanation attributes the unsettled empirical evidence to a
gradual shift in leftwing governments ideology away from socialism toward social democracy or
social liberalism in recent decades (Potrafke, 2009).
Reform strategies, such as packaging or sequencing reforms, may help overcome some of the
political economy obstacles discussed above. In our context, bunching together reforms that lower
real wages or entail transitory macroeconomic costs — such as relaxing EPL — with others that
raise real wages — such as lowering entry barriers in product markets — may increase the chance
of reform adoption (e.g. Cacciatore et al., 2016). As for sequencing, it has been suggested that
deregulating product markets first would lower monopoly rents, making it easier for workers to
accept subsequent reform of labor market institutions that were designed to capture those rents
(Blanchard and Giavazzi, 2003). The learning argument in favor of cross-border spillovers within
one reform area can alternatively apply across areas within one country (Volden et al., 2008):
reform may generate its own momentum, leading to reform cascades (e.g. Tommasi and Velasco,
1996). For example, focusing on the transition of former Soviet Union countries, Golinelli and
Rovelli (2013) find that successful reforms that improved economic performance generated support
for more extensive reforms later on, and vice versa.
Our empirical analysis features variables that capture all these categories of reform drivers, but
ignores a few other potential forces, due to our focus on advanced economies. We do not cover
the role of conditionality under adjustment programs (see e.g. Smets et al., 2013, for an analysis
of World Bank conditionality) as the latter have been rare events in our sample. Likewise, while
some studies have documented a positive effect of democracy on structural reforms (e.g. Giuliano
et al., 2013), we do not test for it here because the vast majority of OECD countries has long
scored very high on this dimension in the often-used Polity IV index. Partly related, we do not do
justice to some specifics of the literature on reforms in transition economies, given that our sample
incorporates only one of them. For example, it has been argued that transition economies carried
out reforms regardless of the color of government (e.g. Roberts and Saeed, 2012) or democratization
(Campos and Horváth, 2012b). These peculiarities are ignored here. Our goal is to shed light on the
relative importance of the various available hypotheses and their robustness to model specification.
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3

Reform identification and data

3.1

Employing a narrative database of structural reforms

We attempt to minimize value judgements and measurement error in the identification of reforms
by employing a newly constructed narrative dataset of major reforms in four areas namely PMR
in network industries, EPL for regular workers, EPL for temporary workers, and unemployment
benefit systems (for full details, see Duval et al., 2018).
In the spirit of Romer and Romer (2010, 2017), this narrative approach identifies major reforms (deregulation measures), including their exact nature and timing, on the basis of simple
pre-determined criteria, including the language used by the OECD to describe the policy change
in its OECD Country Survey — the regular country surveys published by the OECD — for the
country and year considered. Specifically, first, for each of 26 advanced countries and each year over
1970–2013, all legislative and regulatory actions mentioned in all past OECD Economic Surveys
are recorded. Second, among all those actions, major measures are identified as those that meet at
least one of three alternative criteria: (i) a narrative criterion based on OECD staff’s judgement on
the significance of the reform at the time of adoption; (ii) whether the reform is mentioned again
in subsequent Economic Surveys, as opposed to only once when the measure is adopted; (iii) the
magnitude of the change in the corresponding OECD indicator, when available. The timing of each
reform is precisely identified, and its content carefully documented. This approach also eliminates
the need for assumptions on the relation between structural reforms and regulation indicators.
Figures 1–3 present stylized facts on reforms — focusing only, as this paper does, on decreases
in regulation and leaving out increases. Major liberalizing reforms appear to have been more
frequent in product markets than in labor markets in the last decades. Figure 1 (Panels A and B),
which provides the total number of reforms identified in the sample, illustrates this heterogeneity of
reform efforts across regulatory areas. In product markets, major reforms have been most frequent
in telecoms and airlines. As regards labor markets, major changes in EPL have been more common
than major changes in unemployment benefit systems. It is also worth noting that reform reversals
are extremely rare events in practice, so we ignore this issue here.
— Figure 1 about here —
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Liberalizing reforms have been predominantly implemented during the 1990s and the 2000s
(Figure 2, Panels A and B). This is most striking for product market reforms, which were clustered
around the late 1990s and early 2000s, partly reflecting the EU-driven liberalization process in
European countries over this period. In labor markets, gradual liberalization took place starting
from the 1980s. This pattern holds true for both unemployment benefit systems and EPL.
— Figure 2 about here —
In terms of geographical distribution, EU countries took more actions than non-EU countries
on average, reflecting to a large extent the greater scope for action in the former group (Figure 3).
While in product markets the frequency of reforms was generally similar across country groups,
in labor markets southern European countries (e.g. Portugal, Spain) took many more significant
actions, particularly towards easing EPL for both regular and temporary workers. Concerning
unemployment benefit systems, several countries increased or maintained the generosity of their
systems during the 1970s and early part of the 1980s before reducing it later on. Reforms touched
roughly equally on replacement rates and duration.
— Figure 3 about here —

3.2

Other data sources

Since we aim to provide a synthesis and comparison of commonly cited studies in the literature on
structural reforms, we use the most commonly employed data sources wherever available. Table 1
presents descriptive statistics for all variables used in the analysis. Their construction and sources
are briefly reviewed below. The lags employed rule out some simultaneity concerns without claiming
to achieve causal inference. Instead, we establish the relative robustness of different covariates that
are claimed to drive reforms in the studies outlined above.
— Table 1 about here —
Business conditions and economic crises. Variables on weak economic conditions and recession
are taken from several sources. The growth rate of GDP, our main business cycle variable, is taken
from the IMF World Economic Outlook database and enters as the actual annual rate of real GDP
12

growth in the current year. The unemployment rate enters with a lag and is taken from IMF and
OECD data. A deep recession variable counts the years in which GDP growth is in its lowest 20%
across our panel dataset; similar results are obtained for more stringent cut offs (10% and 15%).
We also use a crisis variable that takes value 1 if there was either a currency crisis, a sovereign
debt crisis, or a sovereign debt restructuring in the last three years, based on data from Laeven
and Valencia (2012).
Macroeconomic policies. To explore the impact of exchange rates, we employ a continuous
variable on exchange rate regimes provided by Ilzetzki et al. (2017). We also build a variable
capturing the monetary policy stance (Taylor rate). This variable is constructed as the residual
from a regression of the short-term interest rate on the CPI inflation rate and the cyclical component
of GDP (HP detrended) with all variables taken from the IMF World Economic Outlook database.
Structural features of the domestic economy. We employ a number of variables to capture
economic and structural conditions: (i) the first lag of trade openness — measured as the ratio of
exports and imports to GDP (data taken from IMF World Economic Outlook database); (ii) the
old age dependency ratio, defined as the ratio of the population aged 65 and above to the working
age population, in percent (taken from the World Bank Development Indicators database); (iii) two
variables that capture inequality, namely the Gini coefficients based on net and gross income taken
from the Standardized World Income Inequality Database; and (iv) government debt as a percent
of GDP (sourced from the IMF World Economic Outlook database). To capture reform pressure
when existing regulation is stringent, we use (both the lag and initial sample value of) OECD
indicators of the policy stance in each of our four reform areas (summary indicators of PMR, EPL
for permanent and temporary contracts, and gross replacement rate of unemployment benefits over
a five-year unemployment spell). The first lag of these indicators is the one and only variable we
include in every specification for each reform and only one indicator is included for each reform as
indicated in italics in Table 1.
External factors. An EMU accession dummy (again active in t-3:t-1) is constructed based on
the date of accession to the monetary union. This dummy variable does not coincide with a single
reform in EPL for regular contracts which is why we omit it from the analysis of that specific reform
area. It is included for the other three. We also use data on EU directives in product markets,
taken from Bouis et al. (2016), who in turn construct them using the comprehensive historical
13

list of all single market directives available on the European Commission website; specifically, we
include the number of directives from t-3 to t-1. This variable is only used in the variable list for
product market reforms. To capture foreign (peer) pressure for reform on the domestic economy,
we collect reforms in the same field in all other countries in the sample. We compute and use the
total number of these foreign reforms over the last three years (t-3:t-1).
Political factors. Data on the political orientation of the government enters in two forms. First,
we introduce a continuous variable measuring ideology from right (0) to left (2) through center
(1). In order to investigate the effect of leftwing governments, which has received some attention
in the literature, we also include a dummy capturing such governments. These data are based on
the Database of Political Institutions. Union density is the share of workforce that is a member
of a union, taken from the OECD. The centralization of the government (measured as the squared
parliamentary seat share of all government parties in office), the vote share of the government, a
dummy variable indicating if it controls all houses, the number of years a government has already
spent in office, and the number of years it has left in its term, are all taken from the Database of
Political Institutions. Detailed data on the months left until the next legislative election is taken
from Gupta et al. (2016), extended manually where necessary. We construct a dummy variable
indicating forthcoming elections, which takes value one if the next election is scheduled to take
place in less than 12 months.
Domestic packaging. Finally, we consider as an explanatory variable the occurrence of reforms
in the other three fields in the same country. This aims to test whether reforms are more likely to
be introduced as a package, as this can facilitate their implementation. Since it is not clear how the
reforms are sequenced over the different areas, we use a window from t-2 : t+2; results are robust
to considering instead a window from t-1 : t+1.
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4

Methodology

Our brief overview of the literature shows that researchers have not been able to find consensus on
the main drivers of structural reform. One reason for this is fundamental model uncertainty concerning the choice of covariates, a pervasive issue in the absence of any dominant model to explain
structural reforms in each of the four areas analyzed. This motivates the use of a model averaging
estimator that explicitly takes model uncertainty into account and compares the robustness of regression coefficients over the entire model space (Koop, 2003; Leamer, 1978, 1985). While model
uncertainty exists along several dimensions (interaction terms, lag choices, or functional forms) we
focus on the selection of covariates as this emerges as the main problem identified in the literature
review above. The method we employ is thus aimed at checking the robustness of potentially relevant variables across a plethora of different models without being dependent on having found the
one true model, if it even exists.3 It should be noted that the BAMLE approach does not provide
a causality test; by using the lag structures shown in Table 1 in a yearly dataset, we circumvent
this issue somewhat but leave a causality test to future research.
In this section, we introduce the relevant statistical theory in our context: Bayesian averaging
of maximum likelihood estimates or BAMLE (see Dardanoni et al., 2015; Moral-Benito, 2012). We
then describe our choice of priors as well as sampling choices. Lastly, we introduce a tailoring of
BAMLE to the study of binary choice logit models.

4.1

Bayesian Averaging of Maximum Likelihood Estimates

For expositional purposes, consider a linear specification y ∗ = βx +  where y ∗ is a latent variable
we attempt to relate to a (large) set of variables in x, and  is a vector of random shocks. Without
fixing the dimension of x and without choosing covariates in an ad-hoc fashion, there are 2K possible
models Mj , with j = 1, 2, ..., 2K . Each model includes a specific set of variables xj which produces
a set of parameters β j . Therefore, as we move through the model space, we face different parameter
estimates for each variable considered. In a Bayesian logic, this is reasonable as parameters are not
3

The point has been raised that asymptotically, Bayesian model averaging places all posterior weight on a single
model (see Li and Dunson, 2016, for a related working paper). We do not address that issue here but follow the
broad pragmatic view [...] that posterior model probabilities provide a useful basis for inference and prediction under
model uncertainty (ibid, p. 2). The standard algorithm we use converges on a region of model sizes, never on a single
model.
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assumed to have one true value but are random variables. Bayesian model averaging divides this
parameter space into different regions of which model Mj is one (Claeskens et al. (2008); Sala-i
Martin et al. (2004); see Hjort and Claeskens (2003) for frequentist comparisons). Thus, there are
two sources of uncertainty: the parameters and the model itself. In Bayesian terms, we define a
model by a likelihood and a prior density (Koop, 2003). The posterior density of the parameters
of model Mj with which we want to explain the data D is given by:
g(β j |D, Mj ) =

f (D|β j , Mj )g(β j |Mj )
f (D|Mj )

(1)

Where f (D|β j , Mj ) is the likelihood function and g(βj |Mj ) is the prior on the parameters for
model Mj . On top of the uncertainty surrounding β j , there is uncertainty concerning model Mj
and we need the data to inform us about the likelihood of that model being the true model. The
researcher has some prior belief regarding this likelihood denoted by P (Mj ). This prior can be
updated by summarizing the information about Mj in the data D via the integrated likelihood
of model Mj denoted by f (D|Mj ). The resulting posterior model probability P (Mj |D) can be
represented using Bayes rule as:

P (Mj |D) =

f (D|Mj )P (Mj )
f (D)

(2)

Equation 2 shows the posterior probability of model Mj being the true model depending on
the prior P (Mj ) and the information about Mj in the data summarized in f (D|Mj ). The prior
P (Mj ) does not involve the data while the integrated likelihood follows from Equation 1 (see
Moral-Benito, 2012, 2015; Raftery, 1995, for details). Summing these posterior model probabilities
P (Mj |D) over the whole model space, with β a function of the β j s, one can show that the posterior
of the parameters taking into account model uncertainty is a weighted sum of the posterior density
of the parameters in model Mj weighted by the posterior model probability of Mj over the model
space:
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k

g(β|D) =

2
X
j=1



f (D|Mj )P (Mj )
P (Mj )
f (D)

k

=

2
X
j=1





f (D)g(β|Mj )
P (Mj |D)
f (D|Mj )


(3)

k

=

2
X

P (Mj |D)g(β|D, Mj )

j=1

This shows that the posterior density of all parameters is the sum of the posterior distribution
of β under each model Mj weighted by the posterior probability of that model. Here, following
Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) and Moral-Benito (2012), we depart from a purely Bayesian approach
to avoid having to specify priors for the parameters and keep results intuitive. Sala-i Martin et al.
(2004) suggest taking expectations of Rquation 3 with respect to β, and replacing the posterior
mean of β. This approach is a Bayesian Averaging of Classical Estimates, or BACE. We follow
(Dardanoni et al., 2015; Moral-Benito, 2012), who extend the approach to maximum likelihood
estimators — a Bayesian Averaging of Maximum Likelihood Estimates, or BAMLE:
k

E(β|D) =

2
X

j
P (Mj |D)β̂M
L

(4)

j=1
j
where β̂M
L is the maximum likelihood estimate of the coefficients in model Mj from a frequentist

estimation. As Equation 2 above shows, the ingredients needed to calculate the posterior model
probability P (Mj |D) are the prior model size P (Mj ) as well as (an approximation of) the integrated
likelihood function f (D|Mj ). We discuss both in turn in the following section.

4.2

Binomial beta priors and the BIC approximation

One advantage of the BACE and BAMLE approaches is that only one prior, on either the inclusion
probability of any given variable or the model size, is needed. Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) employ
only one prior on the inclusion probability θ of a specific variable which they reduce to θ = m/K ,
where m is the expected model size and K is the number of potentially relevant regressors. With
26 potential variables and an expected model size of four, this would result in a prior inclusion
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probability of θ = 0.154. No priors on the parameters are needed as the estimations are carried out
in the frequentist world.
The impact of priors should be minimal, unless we have very strong beliefs about them. The
Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) priors place relatively high prior density around the expected model
size. Instead, Ley and Steel (2009) propose to further limit the information drawn from the prior
by making it less informative, and draw the inclusion probability θ of each variable from a beta
distribution θ ∼ Be(a, b) with hyperparameters a = 1 and b = (K − m)/m a function of the
total number of estimators and the prior model size. With K potential variables, the first two
moments of the resulting beta-binomial distribution of model size W are E(W ) = a/(a + b)K and
var(W ) = (ab(a + b + K))/((a + b)2 (a + b + 1))K which are therefore functions of both m and K.
The prior on the mean model size, together with the number of candidate regressors, determines
the parameters and thus the shape of the beta-binomial distribution. The difference with respect
to the Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) approach, however, is that this prior distribution has much less
density around its mean, and is therefore less likely to dominate the results. We run extensive
robustness checks and confirm that our results are very robust to even extreme choices of m.
Figure 4 plots the prior probabilities of the model size under this specification versus that of Sala-i
Martin et al. (2004), for our case of K = 26 regressors and priors on the model size of m = 4 as
well as m = K/2 (which would be the resulting prior from making no assumption on the model
size). As can be seen, the binomial beta priors put less weight on models close to the prior, and are
therefore less likely to drive the results. We run robustness checks for the prior specifications and
use the Ley and Steel (2009) prior with random inclusion probability and m = 4 for the baseline
specifications.
— Figure 4 about here —
Having established our choice of priors, the second ingredient needed to calculate the posterior model probabilities is the integrated likelihood function, or an approximation thereof. An
approximation based on the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) is a natural choice for maximum
likelihood estimates as the BIC is itself a likelihood based measure. Raftery (1995) provides the
BIC approximation of the Bayes Factor, and Moral-Benito (2012) applies this approximation to
BAMLE. Thus, f (D|Mj ) ∝ exp(−1/2BICj ) which, when applied to Equation 2, gives the BIC
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approximation of the posterior model probability (for derivations, see Raftery, 1995):
P (Mj )exp(−1/2BICj )
P (Mj |D) = P2k
i=1 P (Mi )exp(−1/2BICi )

(5)

Therefore, the posterior probability P (Mj |D) of model Mj is calculated using its prior probability and the BIC approximation over that same measure for all possible models. We can calculate
this based on the priors P (Mj ) specified in the last section. These posterior model probabilities
also allow us to calculate the posterior inclusion probability of each candidate regressor. It is simply
the sum of the model probabilities of those models that include the candidate regressor:
∗

∗

P iP (β ) =

K
X

P (Mβ∗ |D)

(6)

β ∗ =1

Here, the star indicates inclusion of the respective variable in question in the current model.
This PiP can be compared to the naı̈ve prior inclusion probability of a given variable pointed out
above, in our case θ = m/K = 0.154. Such a decision rule should not be applied mechanically
(see Moral-Benito (2012) for a discussion) hence we also point out the relative importance of other
variables and discuss those that have a PiP above half that value, or 0.077, in the results.

4.3

Sampling

The large model space of 2K possible variable combinations makes estimation of all models infeasible
and motivates the use of a sampling algorithm that moves through a subset of the model space.
Ideally, the sampling algorithm should limit the number models that do not contribute much
information. Following the exposition in Koop (2003), we implement a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
Model Composition (MC3) routine as introduced by Madigan et al. (1995). This routine compares
the current model M to a candidate model M ∗ . The candidate model M ∗ is drawn from a subset
of the model space, namely the neighborhood consisting of model M , all possible models deleting
one of the variables of M , and all models adding one variable to M . The candidate model M ∗ is
accepted with probability α(M, M ∗ ) equal to the posterior odds if these are smaller than unity:


f (y|M ∗ )P (M ∗ )
,1
α(M, M ) = min
f (y|M )P (M )
∗
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(7)

Since we do have a (weak) prior on the model space, the posterior odds do not reduce to the
Bayes factor. The Markov Chain generated by the algorithm forms the model space used for our
BAMLE exercise. A starting model is necessary against which to compare M ∗ . To provide some
intuition, say we let the algorithm start at the maximum model including all 26 variables used
to investigate product market reforms, unlikely if our prior on the model size (four variables) is
reasonable. In our case, the data supports this interpretation and the algorithm quickly converges
to smaller model sizes as we show for all reform areas in online appendix A1. Once the algorithm
compares models in the area of the model space where the data dominates the results, it is very
unlikely to select large models. However, by starting at 26 variables, we have forced the algorithm
to calculate a number of models that it did not select based on the data. We eliminate the impact of
these models by following convention and discarding the first 1% of all models as a burn-in sample.
Our results are robust to different choices for the starting model and, as Annex A1 shows for all
reform areas, this burn in sample is generous.4 We discuss robustness in other dimensions (such as
prior choice) in the results section.

4.4

BAMLE in logit models explaining structural reforms

Having outlined our reasons for choosing a dichotomous reform variable when discussing structural
reforms, we assume that the errors e of the underlying latent variable model y ∗ = xβ +  (with
y = I(y ∗ > 0) where y is the reform variable considered and I() an indicator function) follow a
standard logistic distribution:
∗
P (yit = 1|x) = P (yit
> 0|x) = Λ(xit β) =

exp(x)
1 + exp(xβ)

(8)

where Λ() denotes the logit link function. Log odds ratios are not intuitive to interpret and
difficult to compare across models based on different variable specifications. We therefore need to
clarify what kind of estimates to compare across models, and which posterior model probability to
employ.
Since estimates of the log odds ratio or the odds ratio reported by common statistical programs
are not comparable across models beyond the signs of the coefficients, we employ average partial
4

See online appendix A1 on the properties of the algorithm employed.
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effects. Averaging across the distribution of all covariates included in the model considered leads to
the following estimator which, unlike log odds ratios, is comparable across models (see for example
Wooldridge, 2005a,b):

β̂jAP E = β̂j N (−1)

N
X

g(xi β)

(9)

i=i

The second ingredient needed for the BAMLE procedure is the set of model weights, which are
based on the BIC as outlined above. While the BIC is a likelihood-based measure and therefore
extend naturally to logit models, its penalty function introduces room for value judgement. This is
critical for BAMLE, as it is the only channel for the updating of our prior on model size (see Ley
and Steel, 2009). The BIC calculates BIC = −2(l) + ln(Nj )k ∗ where l is the maximized likelihood
function of model Mj , k ∗ is the number of parameters estimated and Nj the total number of
observations. Two issues arise. First, the researcher has to decide whether to employ the number
of countries as Nj , or instead assume independence across countries and use the total number of
observations. We follow convention and use the latter. Second, in order to compare the BIC across
different models with differing variables and parameters k ∗ , it is important that Nj doesnt change
across models. This occurs for example because more data are available for the variables used in
model Mj compared to model Mi or Nj > Ni . Therefore, we reduce our number observations to
a balanced panel by keeping only those observations that are common across all K variables. The
panel data we employ is therefore unbalanced across countries but balanced across variables for
each reform area. As Table 1 showed, the sample for the labor market reform areas is therefore
limited to the available data of the respective regulation index.
Having outlined the BAMLE ingredients and the particularities of our logit application, we
now apply these model averaging techniques to our logit model of the likelihood of major labor and
product market reforms. In presenting the results, we show the PiP given in Equation 6 but also,
to facilitate comparisons with existing studies in the literature, the posterior means and standard
deviations conditional on inclusion of the underlying model.
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5

Results

In this section, we present results from running the BAMLE method outlined above over our four
reform indicators: reforms of PMR, EPL for regular contracts, EPL for temporary contracts, and
unemployment benefit generosity (replacement rate and duration). Section 5.1 discusses the main
results. Section 5.2 checks for the robustness of our main results to different estimators and prior
specifications, and addresses the multicollinearity issue hinted at in the introduction.

5.1

Main Results

Table 2 shows the detailed results of the BAMLE exercise for the four reform areas and all regressors
used in our analysis. For each of the four reforms, the first column shows the posterior mean of
the average partial effect conditional on inclusion, the second its standard error conditional on
inclusion and the third the posterior inclusion probability. We build our discussion primarily on
the posterior inclusion probability, highlighting robustly correlated variables (P iP > 0.154) in
dark grey and still relatively robust variables (0.154 > P iP > 0.077) in light grey (see MoralBenito, 2012, for a discussion). The average partial effects are multiplied by 100 and are therefore
interpretable as percentage point effects.
— Table 2 about here —
The results of the analysis highlight several variables that appear robust across reforms. First
and foremost, reforms across all areas tend to occur during periods of high unemployment, low
growth or recessions/crises, thereby supporting the crisis-induces-reform hypothesis (Table 2). The
effects are economically significant. For example, an increase of 10 percentage points in unemployment (as seen in several European economies in the aftermath of the Great Recession) is associated
with an increase in the probability to undertake a major regular EPL reform of about 5 percentage
points — that is, about twice the average probability in the sample. Zooming in on the impact of
unemployment, Figure 5 shows that the distributions of the average partial effect for all four reform
areas are centered around positive means with practically no density in the negative space. The
average partial effects converge to reasonably Gaussian distributions for product market reforms as
well as regular EPL reforms, for which we found robust correlations. The distribution of average
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partial effects for temporary EPL is more spread out across the parameter space, but still on the
right-hand side of zero; this reform area is the only one where unemployment is dominated by other
variables measuring economic conditions — the deep recession variable.
— Figure 5 about here —
Second, average partial effects for the related regulation indicators are positive across the board.
This is evidence that reforms are more likely to be undertaken when little action has been taken
in the past, that is, when the scope for them is greater. For example, based on the posterior
mean and standard error of the average partial effect of the regulatory stance (regulation indicator)
conditional on inclusion, it appears that the likelihood of reform is higher when (lagged) product
market regulation is more stringent.
Third, outside pressure increases the likelihood of reform in certain areas. Reforms in the areas
of PMR and EPL for temporary contracts are more likely when other countries also undertake
them. Formal pressure also matters: many product market reforms in EU countries have occurred
during their accession process, and competition-relevant EU directives have also been an important
factor behind deregulation.
In addition to these common factors, the analysis also points to a few important reform-specific
determinants. Political factors play a significant role for reforms of EPL for regular workers, but
not for other areas. In particular, the likelihood of regular EPL deregulation is lower under higher
union density and left-leaning governments. This particular finding is consistent with theories
that highlight the ability of entrenched interests to block reforms (e.g. Tommasi and Velasco,
1996). However, we do not find any evidence for a broader ideological bias — there is generally
no robust difference between left- and right-of-center governments propensity to undertake reform.
The political business cycle also appears to have generally less importance than commonly assumed.
Finally, another noticeable finding is that aging is associated with a higher likelihood of PMR and
temporary EPL reforms, possibly because retirees reap gains but do not bear any of the potential
costs — in terms of greater job insecurity, for example — from such reforms.
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5.2
5.2.1

Robustness checks
Different model choices

To check the robustness of our results we apply the BAMLE methodology to include country and
time fixed effects (Moral-Benito, 2012), and consider a linear probability model. We refrained from
including fixed effects in the main specification for two reasons. First, a model averaging exercise
seeks to make inferences about the relationship between potentially relevant variables without
imposing much structure. Second, in a logit set-up the inclusion of country (time) fixed effects
would eliminate the country (time) for which a given reform has never occurred.
The BAMLE results for a linear probability model as well as with country and time fixed
effects are reported for regular EPL reforms in Table 3; results for the other reform areas yield
similar conclusions and can be found in online appendix A2 (Tables A2.1 – A2.3). The first three
columns show our baseline (pooled logit) results. Columns 4–6 repeat this exercise for a linear
probability model, with the posterior mean then being directly derived from the estimates as
average partial effects are no longer necessary. This has little impact on our results; in particular,
the unemployment rate is still the most robust correlate of regular EPL reforms.
— Table 3 about here —
Columns 7–9 then show results of logit models demeaned along the country and time dimensions.
Several features stand out. First, we cannot include international spillovers anymore since, apart
from a country’s own reforms, the demeaned spillover variables are identical across countries. Next,
we see that as we neglect the level information of the unemployment rate, GDP growth shows a
higher PiP and a still negative effect. This change in ordering suggests that two aspects of economic
conditions drive regular EPL reforms, namely structurally poor labor market performance and weak
business cycle conditions; countries with higher unemployment are more likely to implement regular
EPL reforms and, once this level effect is controlled for, the business cycle — as captured by GDP
growth — also matters. The last three columns of Table 3 confirm these results based on estimations
of linear probability models with country and time fixed effects. All in all, we see that except for
the unemployment rate — for clear reasons — the results are surprisingly consistent across these
changes in the estimators.
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5.2.2

Addressing multicollinearity

Another potential issue with our analysis, as well as most papers in the field, is that a number of
the variables we consider are strongly correlated, raising a collinearity problem. For example, both
unemployment and interest rate spreads will increase during recessions. In this section, instead of
choosing amongst them on an ad-hoc basis and excluding the others, as is common in the growth
literature, we provide an alteration of the BAMLE methodology where we restrict the model space
to never include such variables together in the same model while still using results for all variables.
The following restriction sets are introduced, meaning that at most one variable of each restriction
set (bullet point) is included in the same model:
• GDP growth, deep recession, unemployment, crisis;
• The two Gini coefficients (net and market);
• Continuous ideology variable and dummy for leftwing executive;
• Government vote share and government party majority in all houses;
• Number of months to elections, close elections, years left in office, years executive has already
been in office.
We restrict the algorithm moving through the model space in the following way. First, we start
with a model that uses the maximum number of variables, before discarding all but one randomly
drawn variable from each of the five restriction sets. This starting model will, for example, not
include deep recession and crisis variables together. The updating process then runs as before for
smaller and identical models. However, when the algorithm moves to a larger model, we need to
ensure that this larger model does not include more than one variable from each restriction set. To
achieve this, we restrict the set of variables the algorithm draws from to the set of variables that
does not violate the restriction sets.
— Table 4 about here —
Table 4 shows the results from this analysis, comparing for each reform area the baseline results
with those from the restricted version. Key findings remain largely unaffected by this adjustment,
which shows that the BAMLE methodology is highly robust, even to multicollinearity issues.
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5.2.3

Changing prior specifications

As a final sensitivity analysis, we test the robustness of our results to the choice of the prior
mean model size m. We focus here on regular EPL reforms, but results for other reform areas
(shown in online appendix A3, Table A3.1) deliver yield the same message. Table 5 shows the ten
variables with the highest posterior inclusion probability (PiP) of BAMLE exercises based on three
alternative choices for m. Despite the drastic variation in the prior, all three specifications produce
comparable results.
— Table 5 about here —
We also check the behavior of our algorithm with respect to prior choices regarding model size.
The three panels of Figure 6 show extreme prior choices. The grey bars show the distribution of the
posterior model size, while the white bars show that of the priors. Although the mode of the prior
moves from one extreme to the other from Panel A through Panel C, the posterior consistently
indicates moderate model sizes. Figure 6 thus shows that the posterior model size is dominated by
the data, not by our assumed prior. This important finding for the robustness of our results is in
line with those in Ley and Steel (2009).
— Figure 6 about here —

6

Conclusion

This paper provides the first attempt in the literature on the drivers of structural reforms to address model uncertainty head-on, while also improving on the identification of reforms through
a new narrative approach. Both contributions aim to enhance our knowledge of reform drivers
against the background of very limited consensus thus far. Potential determinants identified in the
literature have included crisis episodes, economic conditions, trade openness, policy diffusion, reform momentum, fiscal space, accommodative monetary policy, political capital, political ideology,
democracy, institutional structure, government or parliamentary instability and many more. In
addition, major reforms have often been identified indirectly from available policy indicators using
largely ad hoc criteria, rather than directly based on information about the timing and nature of
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actual regulatory and legislative changes. Our reform identification approach, which relies on a new
narrative database of labor and product market reforms in advanced countries, helps to address the
latter source of uncertainty. Using this database, we then tailor a Bayesian averaging of maximum
likelihood estimators (BAMLE) approach to binary logit models, which allows us to test a large
list of potential drivers simultaneously.
Our results confirm the crisis-induces-reform hypothesis for all four reform areas we analyze
— product market deregulation in network industries, reforms that ease EPL for either regular
or temporary contracts, and reductions in the generosity of unemployment benefits. The relative
importance of indicators of weak economic conditions differs somewhat across reform areas; product
market deregulation and unemployment benefit cuts are mostly associated with periods of high
unemployment, temporary EPL reform is mostly passed during deep recessions, while regular EPL
reforms are enacted under all variants of weak economic conditions. Other robust reform drivers
include the scope for deregulation and international pressure (PMR). Finally, a few political factors
are robustly associated with reforms of EPL for regular contracts. We also establish an interesting
list of non-robust results. In particular, we cannot confirm the it-takes-a-Nixon-to-go-to-China
hypothesis: with the exception of regular EPL reforms, the political orientation of the executive
does not emerge as a robust driver of structural reform. We also find little support for a political
business cycle argument: the timing of elections seems to have at most a minor effect on the
likelihood of reform.
With this paper, we hope to contribute to a better understanding of the drivers of structural
reforms, discriminating between the multitude of hypotheses that have been advanced in the literature. Our results open interesting venues of future research. In part for data availability reasons,
our focus here has been on labor and product market reforms. However, there is scope for similar
analysis of the drivers of reforms in other areas, and for identifying the latter using the type of narrative approach followed in the present paper. In particular, given its prominence and controversy
in the literature, it would be useful to confirm the strength of the crisis-induces-reform hypothesis
across a broader array of reforms. Also, while the BAMLE approach is a statistical exercise that
provides little to no information on the channels that underpin the results, it helps identify fruitful
areas for further theoretical and empirical research. Our results highlight several of these.
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Figure 1: Number of Major Reforms (26 advanced economies, 1970-2013)
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Figure 2: Distribution of Major Reforms Across Time
(26 advanced economies)
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics

Figure 4: Binomial Beta priors

Notes: Compares Sala-i Martin et al. (2004) fixed inclusion probability at θ = m/K in the dashed and solid lines
to the binomial beta priors suggested by Ley and Steel (2009) in the dash-dot and dotted lines for our sample size.
The latter shows a strong reduction in prior confidence on the model space and therefore limits the effect of the prior
inclusion probability θ.
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37

Notes: Shows posterior means conditional on inclusion, standard errors conditional on inclusion, and posterior inclusion probabilities of the BAMLE exercise
outlined in the methodological section. The table compares results of Logit models in four areas: product markets, employment protection legislation in temporary
and regular contracts and unemployment benefits. These results can be interpreted as average partial effects for logit models. All results are based on binomial
beta priors with m = 4 as outlined in the methodological section.

Table 2: BAMLE Results Over the Four Reform Areas

Figure 5: Distribution of Average Partial Effects of Unemployment
Product Markets (PiP: 0.21)

EPL regular contracts (PiP: 0.86)

EPL temporary contracts (PiP: 0.08)

Unemployment Benefits PiP: 0.l4)

Notes: The four panels show the frequency of average partial effects (in percentage points) of the first lag of the
unemployment rate across the four reform areas taken from all unique models visited by the algorithm (1 million
runs each). These effects should be interpreted conditional on inclusion with the posterior inclusion porbability given
in parantheses for all four areas. The frequency on the vertical axis is made up of all unique models visited by the
M C 3 algorithm that include the unemployment rate as a regressor. These results are based on one million iterations
by the M C 3 algorithm for each reform area.
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Table 3: BAMLE Results for Different Estimators (EPL regular)

Notes: Shows sign of the posterior means as well as posterior inclusion probabilities of the BAMLE exercise discussed
in the methodological section over different estimators. The first two columns show the baseline results based on
Logit models. Columns 3-4 show the same exercise based on a linear probability model. Columns 5-6 show results of
Logit models run on time and individually demeaned data. Columns 7-8 show results for a Linear Probability model
run on time and individually demeaned data.
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Table 4: Addressing Multicollinearity with Exclusion Sets

Notes: This table shows posterior inclusion probabilities of the BAMLE exercise under two different specifications for
the four reform areas. For each reform area, the first column (‘baseline’) shows the posterior inclusion probability in
our baseline analysis. The second column (‘restricted’) shows the results for a BAMLE estimation with the restriction
sets outlined in the main text. The dark shaded inclusion probabilities are larger than the prior inclusion probabilities
(> 0.154) while the light shaded areas indicate variables that meet half of this criterion (> 0.077).
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Table 5: Robustness of Results to Extreme Prior Choices
Panel A. prior: m = 1

Panel B. prior: m = K/2

Panel C. prior: m = K

Notes: Each panel shows the 10 variables with the highest posterior inclusion probability (pip) as well as their pip for
different choices of the hyperparameter m. In panel A, we choose the lower extreme (prior: m = 1). In panel B, we
assume that a model with a model size of half of the available variables is the most likely model (prior: m = K/2).
In panel C, we consider the maximum number of variables as the most likely model (prior: m = K). All three panels
show the same ordering for the first five variables with some minor shifts (by one position) for the next five variables.
This shows the strong robustness of our results to choices of the hyperparameter m. These results are based on
calculations analyzing reforms of employment protection legislation in regular contracts but results for other reforms
show the same picture.

Figure 6: Robustness of Posterior Model Size to Extreme Prior Choices
Panel A. prior: m = 1

Panel B. prior: m = K/2

Panel C. prior: m = K

Notes: The barcharts show prior (empty framed bars) and posterior (grey bars) model sizes for three different choices
of hyperparameter m: the lower extreme (prior: m = 1, Panel A); mean prior size of half the available variables
(Prior: m = K/2, Panel B); and the maximum number of variables (Prior: m = K/2, Panel C). In all of these cases,
the data dominates the results as discussed in the main text and visible in the grey posterior bars. Results are shown
for reforms in EPL regular, the other reform areas are provided in Annex A2 and confirm results.
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